Citizen for a Day

Murray Chick Lee declared Dr. William Boyd a ‘Cape May citizen for a day’ on Sept. 22. Boyd grew up in Lebanon, Pa., and practiced medicine in Harrisburg and went into the funding of this,” Boyd said.

Lower buys wetlands credits for Roseann project

Abandoned boats

Continued from Page A1
even some private dollars to fund the project. One goal is to have no public dollars on it going into the funding of the project.

Elliott said the Coast Guard placed a collar on the boat, “It takes a village to raise a boat,” Elliott said.

The banks sell wetland credits to provide compensatory mitigation for the disturbance of wetlands due to the need of a barge and crane. According to the DEP, a mitigation bank credit purchases a designated number of wetland credits from an appropriate bank that has already successfully established wetlands of the same type as those that were affected. Bank credits are usually purchased from a primary bank at a 1:1 ratio. For each acre of impact, one credit must be purchased.

The work began, count last hours and volunteers as well as dedicated city employees came together to create this garden,” King said.

The garden club’s keen eye, green thumb and sense of beauty continue to benefit the city’s neighborhoods,” Mayor Chuck Lour said.

If you have just 10 hours a month to volunteer, you can be this child’s advocate, champion and hope for a brighter future. Find out how.

10 Hours for Her Future! Act Now! (609) 601-7800. AtlanticCapeCASA.org
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Garden creates cottage atmosphere at water tower

By JACK FICTHER

Cape May Star and Wave

Elliott said the Hereford Inlet Light Station Commission was awarded an open space grant from the Environmental Commission coming on board as a partner. The Environmental Commission was so happy with the project that the Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions approved the project.

The plant choices were chosen with the purpose of attracting butterflies, bees, hummingbirds and other pollinators, according to King.

‘The gardens were magical, filled with lovely flowers and herbs,” she said.
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The garden club’s keen eye, green thumb and sense of beauty continue to benefit the city’s neighborhoods,” Mayor Chuck Lour said.

Plants include cream puff thistle, daisy, blue, yellow, butterfly weed, petite delphinium, light bee balm, winterberry holly, northern cardinal, shasta daisy, salvia, butterfly bush, Chinese holly, Japanese holly, northern cardinal and evergreen boxwood.
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